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value where clerks or higher degrees are to be included, as in
the third passage. It should be used as seldom as possible, that
is all:
The warehouses of the Russian Steamship Company here have been
set on fire by some dismissed employes.—Times.
The employes of the Trans-Caucasian line to-day struck work.—
Times.
The new project, Article 17, ordains that all employes of the railways,
whatever their rank or the nature of their employment, are to be con-
sidered as public officials.—Times.
Finally, even words that have not begun to be naturalized
may be used exceptionally when a real point can be gained by
it. To say chasseur instead of sportsman, gun, or other English
word, is generally ridiculous. But our English notion of the
French sportsman (right or wrong) is that he sports not because
he likes sport, but because he likes the picturesque costumes it
gives an excuse for. Consequently the word is quite appropriate
in the following:
But the costume of the chasseurs—green velvet, very Robin-Hoody—
had been most tasteful.—e. f. benson.
FALSE, UGLY, OR NEEDLESS FORMATIONS
i. As a natural link between this section and the last, the
practice of taking French words and spelling them as English
may stand first. With French words that fill a definite blank in
English, the time comes when that should be done if it can.
With some words it cannot; no one has yet seen his way to
giving ennui an English look. With dishabille, on the other hand,
which appears in the dictionary with spellings to suit all tastes1,
many attempts have been made. This word, however, well
illustrates the importance of one principle that should be ob-
served in borrowing from French. Unless the need is a very
^ crying one, no word should be taken that offers serious diffi-
culties of pronunciation. In deshabille are at least two problems
(h, and //) of which an Englishman fights shy. The consequence
is that, though its English history dates back some centuries, it
1 The Oxford Dictionary has fourteen varieties.

